Scan the code to
visit our YouTube
channel Mabu Buru
Lifestyle

Experience our connection to Country
Learn about the local
Traditional Seasons

Explore
Local Wildlife
An On Country
experience that will
open your eyes to the
Country and the
Aboriginal Culture
in and around
Broome.

Discover seasonal
Bushfoods
Taste Nectar
from a flower

Meet Johani

Crocodile Wrangler & Cultural Tour Guide

I am a proud Yawuru, Karrajarri, Nyul Nyul, Bardi man, born and raised in Broome.
Besides leading tours for Mabu Buru Tours I’m also a Crocodile Wrangler and Tour
Guide at the Malcolm Douglas Crocodile Park. Prior to this, I was a Yawuru Country
Manager Coordinator. The Yawuru Country Managers are the Indigenous ranger group
that are employed by Nyamba Buru Yawuru to look after Yawuru country on behalf of
the Yawuru Nation, conducting a variety of on-country work which includes flora &
fauna surveying and monitoring & research in both land and sea.

Local plants and their
traditional uses

Broome’s only Aboriginal
Dance Performance
BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES

Call: 0400 386 667
Corporate & Group Bookings by enquiry.

mabuburu@outlook.com
mabuburutours.com.au
·

ABORIGINAL

GUIDED TOURS BROOME
mabuburutours.com.au

A Cultural Tour
followed by a private

Journey by

Crocodile
Feeding Tour

the Jilas

Wakaj

Jila is the Yawuru word for living
freshwater springs, which are sacred
to the Yawuru people.
The Roebuck Plains system has been
a traditional source of food and water
to the Yawuru people for
thousands of years.

Experience

2 in 1 Broome Experience!

Aboriginal Dance Performance

First, join Johani on a Cultural Tour before visiting the world famous Malcolm
Douglas Crocodile Park. See American Alligators, Freshwater and Saltwater
Crocodiles, Brown Caimans and the New Guinea Crocodiles.
Witness Johani hand-feeding giant saltwater crocodiles that are over 5 metres
long and if you're brave enough, you can also hold a baby crocodile!

A journey that begins with Bugarrigarra, a place and time in the beginning where
everything we see, feel, smell, hear and know of was originally created and gifted to
our old people for the sake of their survival and to protect for their next generations
to come. Explore recent history of Roebuck Plains Station, the pearling industry and
how it irrevocably changed the lives and homelands of the Yawuru people.

Wakaj, meaning "The coming together of family" is a very unique, spiritually and
culturally significant Indigenous experience hosted by Mabu Buru Tours.
The Pintirri Dancers will take you into the sunset with the sounds of our Karajarri songs
and corroboree performance, traditionally known as Maru. Afterwards enjoy tea or
coffee with our freshly made damper and locally harvested bush honey!
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